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Abstract-The purpose of this paper is to discuss some important ideas to construct a basis con- 
jugate matrix which can be used to solve algebraic eigenvalue equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A basis conjugate matrix [F] ([l] and [2]) satisfies two conditions: (i) {Xo}TIF]{X,,} > 0 and (ii) 
{Xa}T[F]{Xa} = 0 where {X,} and {X,} belong to two different eigenpairs. A basis conjugate 
matrix can be used to construct eigenvalue subspaces, (please see Table 2), in which eigenpairs 
can be efficiently computed by the third method of Luo ([l] and [2]). 
The original version of Luo methods uses the author’s two quotient iterations: 
(please see [l-3]), and the successive projection approximation [4] 
3, = (~-F&+1+&% 
to solve eigenvalue problems in the form 
Lf$+Afti=O inn subject to M c$ = 0 on 130, 
where L and M are differential operators, f is a given function independent of 4. Table 1 
provides a brief summary of the Luo methods. When dealing with eigenvalue problems in partial 
differential equations, a basis conjugate matrix [F] is explicitly defined. However, when dealing 
with an algebraic eigenvalue equation in the form [K](X) + A[M]{X} = 0, [F] is not explicitly 
defined. A study to determine a [F] for solving an algebraic eigenvalue equation by the third 
method of Luo will be discussed in the following sections. 
2. BASIS CONJUGATE MATRICES 
LEMMA 1. For [K](X) + x[M]{X} = 0 where [K] and [M] are symmetric and [M] is positive 
definite, a basis conjugate matrix [F] can be defined as [F] = [Ml. 
PROOF. Let (X,, {X,}) and (&,,{Xb}) be two eigenpairs. Then, 
[K]{Xa} + xa[M]{Xa} = 0, 0) 
[I(]{&} + Ab[M]{-&} = 0. (2) 
Premultiply each term of Equation (1) by {Xg}T, each term of Equation (2) by {X,}T, subtract 
the results, with the property of symmetry, to obtain 
(& - ~b>({xa}T[~]{Xb}) = 0. (3) 
Since X, # Xa, Equation (3) b ecomes {X,}T[M]{Xa} = 0. Hence, [F] = [Ml. I 
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Table 1. Luo methods for computing eigenpairs of [K] {X} + X[w{X} = 0. 
The first method (see [2]) 
(in an N-dimensional space) 
(a) Select {X} + 2 ci e'i(Ci # 0), 
i31 
(b.1) If kii + Xmii = 0, ship to the next i. 
ENI .+i(kij+Xmij)lj 
(b.2) Zi + - J *’ kii+X “ii 
(b.3) X + - 
~~~~~$z#~t * 
(c) If X converges, stop computing; 
otherwise, return to Step (b). 
The second method (see [2]) 
(in an Ne-dimensional space) 
(4 S&d {Xl + 2 Ci{Pi)(Ci # 0)~ 
i=l 
r:t 1 
(b) ;o;;g&:t::t* 
, ,***, Ne: 
(b.1) If 5 e(k.t + X m8t)fl.i @ti = 0, skip to the next i. 
8=1:-l 
; ,(k.t+X m.t)Ai tt 
(b’2) Q + -@$iI(ks*+A m,t)Bli Bti ’ 
(b.3) If {X} + Q {pi} = 0, skip to the next i. 
(b.4) {X] + {X,) + oiA]* 
(b-5) X + - EA. ’ EL=1 k’t *’ =’ 
c,, c1=I m*’ ** ** * 
(c) If X converges, stop computing; 
otherwise, return to Step (b). 
The third method (see [2]) 
The fourth method (see [3]) 
(in au N-dimensional space) 
(a) By the fimt, second, or fourth method, 
(a) Select {X} + 5 ci Zi(Ci # O), 
i=l 
compute x1 and {Xl} in @N. 
x +- -@i;z:t:::,* 
(b) Fori=2,3,...,N: (b) For i= 1,2,...,N: 
(b.1) By the procedures shown in Table 2, (b.1) If kii + Xmii # 0, 
construct au (N - i + I)-dimensional 
ci + _ CjN=I,j+i(kij+Xmij)zj. 
kii+Xmii 
eigenvalue subspace and define (b.2) If kii + Xmii = 0, Zi + Zi, 
[@INANE = [{Pl}{~2}**‘{PN,}1, where Ci is the new value of xi. 
where Ne = N-i+l. (c) Reset {X} c {Z}, A + - 
$J$$;ztY#: * 
(b.2) By the second method, compute If X converges, stop computii.l 
Xi and (Xi} in @N__i.+l. otherwise, return to Step (b). 
LEMMA 2. If[FJl~r are basis conjugate matrices, then a non-zero linear combination of [Fi] ]Er 
is also a basis conjugate matrix. 
PROOF. Let (Aa,( and (Ab,{Xb}) b e t wo eigenpairs. Since [Fi] is a basis conjugate matrix, 
{X.]T(ci[Fi]){Xa} = 0 h w ere ci is a non-zero coefficient. Therefore, 
iXaIIT CCi [Fi] {Xa} = 0. 
( ) i=l 
Hence, a non-zero (CL, ci [Fi]) is a basis conjugate matrix. I 
LEMMA 3. For [K](X) = X(X} with symmetric matrix [K], [F] can be written as [F] = [I], 
where [I] is an identity matrix. 
PROOF. Since [I<] and [I] are symmetric, by Lemmas 1 and 2 [F] = [I]. I 
LEMMA 4. For [K](X) = A(X) with asymmetric matrix [K], [F] may satisfy that [F] is a 
symmetric and positive definite matrix and [F] [K] = [[F] [K]lT. 
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PROOF. Properly decompose [K] into the form [K] = [C] [O] such that [O] [Cl is symmetric 
and [D] is nonsingular. Premultiply both sides of the standard eigenvalue equation by [O] and 
substitute [Cl [O] for [K] to obtain 
where (2) = [D](X). Since [O] [Cl is symmetric, by Lemma 3, [F] = [I] which implies that 
[F] = [DITIF] [D] = [olT [D]. This says that [F] is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. 
Since [D] [Cl is symmetric, 
PI PI = KITPIT~ (4) 
Premultiply both sides of Equation (4) by [@‘, postmultiply by [D], substitute [K] for [C] [D] 
and [F] for [#‘[o] to obtain [F] [K] = [[F] [K]lT. I 
LEMMA 5. For [K](X) + A[M]{X} = 0 with asymmetric matrices, if [Ml-’ exists, then [F] may 
satisfy that [F] [Ml-‘[K] = [[F][M]-i[K]IT and [F] is symmetric and positive definitiveness. 
PROOF. Since [Ml-’ exists, premultiply each term of the generalized eigenvalue equation by 
[Ml-’ and use Lemmas 2 and 4 to obtain [F] [Ml-‘[K] = [[F] [Ml-‘[K]]*. I 
3. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS 
The first example with symmetric [K] and [M] is defined as 
By Lemma 1, a basis conjugate matrix [F] of Equation (5) can be defined as [F] = [Ml, the right 
side’s matrix. Then, eigenvalue subspaces can be constructed by the procedures shown in Table 2 
and Equation (5) is solved by the third method of Luo to obtain Ai = 0.162322 with {Xi} = 
(0.3422 0.5982 0.6144 0.3842}T, Az = 0.750157 with {X2} = (-0.5042 -0.5135 0.2789 0.6359}T, 
A3 = 1.917714 with (X3) = (-0.5505 - 0.0486 0.6011 - 0.5773}*, and & = 3.466878 with 
{X4} = (-0.8024 0.5026 - 0.2924 0.1342}? 
Table 2. Algorithm for constructing an (N - I)-dimensional eigenvalue subspace 
@N-I (Se 121). 
but: {Xl), {X21, . . .t {XI) and PI ante: {Pl), {p21, . * * t @N-I) 
(a) Forj = 1,2,...,(N- I): 
(b) Try a {&Lj) f 0. 
(d) If {pi} I 0, return to Step (b). 
until {p;} converges and return to Step (a) for the next j. 
The second example with asymmetric [K] and [M] is defined as: 
It can be verified by Lemma 5 that [$‘I = 
[ 1 _“1 2’ is a basis conjugate matrix, with which 
Equation (6) can be solved to obtain two eigenpairs: A = -1 with {Xi} = (1 - l}T and Xz = -3 
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with {Xz} = (11) T. A basis conjugate matrix plays an important role to the third method 
of Luo. Once a basis conjugate matrix has been defined, an algebraic eigenvalue equation can 
be efficiently solved. Characters of the Luo methods for solving eigenvalue problems can be 
summarized as follows: (i) Eigenpairs are one-by-one computed in eigenvalue subspaces. (ii) 
Computing can take advantage of a banded and sparse configuration of matrices. (iii) Most 
computing streams are defined by DO LOOPS, which are well suited in a parallel environment. 
(iv) Robust techniques can solve eigenvalue equations with symmetric or asymmetric matrices. 
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